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ABSTRACT 
Over any infinite field of characteristic f 2, all identities satisfied by the inner 
products of elements on the unit circle are consequences of the vanishing of 3 X3 
minor determinants (and thus are special cases of identities satisfied by inner products 
of all vectors). In characteristic zero, the same is true in higher dimensions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Take four points on a circle, form a triangle from three of them, and draw 
perpendiculars to its sides from the fourth point. An old theorem in plane 
geometry says that then the feet of the three perpendiculars are collinear. Ky 
Fan [2] recently observed that this actually amounts to a theorem in linear 
algebra, an identity satisfied by inner products of four plane vectors of length 
1, and he proved it more generally: 
THEOREM (Fan). Let f be a symmetric bilinear fm on a 2dimensionul 
vector space over afield of characteristic f 2. Let a,, as, as, a4 be any four 
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vectors in the space for which f(ai, ai) = 1. Then 
f(a,,a,-a,)f(a,,a,-a,)[l-f(a,,a,)l 
+ f(a,, a4 - a,>f(a,, a2 - a,)[1 - f(as, a4)l 
+ f(a,, a2 - a,>f(a,, a3 - a,)[1 - f(a4,adl 
+[l- f(a2,a,)][1-f(a,,a,)l[1-f(a~~a~)l =O. 
I pointed out in a previous note [4] that this identity can be written as a 
sum of shorter identities, ones that arise purely from linear dependence 
relations. In this paper we shall see much more generally that all identities 
satisfied by inner products of vectors on the unit circle are direct conse- 
quences of such standard identities (and hold for all symmetric bilinear 
forms). We shall also record the similar (but easier) result that holds in 
characteristic 2. In characteristic zero we shall go on to prove the correspond- 
ing result for vectors on unit spheres in any dimension. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a field. Let us say that a circle inner product identity for n 
vectors is a polynomial equation h = 0 over K in variables xii (1 Q i < j Q n) 
that is always satisfied when we set xii = (~,.a~) = uiuj + vivj for n vectors 
a, = (ui, vi) in the space K2 that satisfy (a,.ai) = 1. A great many such 
polynomials exist over finite fields, where only finitely many conditions have 
to be satisfied, so we shall assume that K is infinite. We can begin with a 
simple result showing that the same identities hold for arbitrary symmetric 
bilinear forms. 
THEOREM 1. Let h(xi .) be a polynomial in variables xii (1 Q i -C j d n) 
over an infinite field K. de following are equivalent: 
(1) h = 0 is a circle inner product identity over K. 
(2) h = 0 is a circle inner product identity over every extension of K. 
(3) h( f(ai, a j)) = 0 for every symmetric bilinear form f on a 2dimcn- 
sional vector space over K and every n-tuple of vectors a, fm which 
f(ai, ai) = 1. 
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Proof. Let L be an extension of K, and let h = 0 be a circle inner 
product identity over K. We haye to consider xii = uiuj + vivj for 2n values 
from L satisfying uf + vz = 1. The main idea underlying the first implication 
is that the “rational” points on a circle are (Zariski-)dense in all points. In 
characteristic 2, of course, the argument is easy; the condition on each vector 
is equivalent simply to ui + vi = 1, and thus we can write the xij as 
polynomials in the ui alone. The polynomial h then becomes a polynomial in 
the t+, and a standard theorem says that it will vanish for all values in L 
(vanish identically, in fact) if it vanishes for all values in the infinite subfield 
K. For char(K) # 2, we have the familiar “Pythagorean triples” parametriza- 
tion that allows us to write every vector on the circle other than ( - LO) in 
the form 
1 - ti” 2ti 
u.=l+t,z’ t Oi=l+; 
here ti is given as vi/(1 + ui) and thus lies in K when ui and vi do. 
Rewriting h now in terms of the free .variables ti, we again see that it will 
vanish on all values if it does so for the values in K. 
Now let f be any symmetric bilinear form on 2space, and let xij = 
f( ai, a j) for some n-tuple of vectors ui satisfying xii = 1. Consider the n X n 
symmetric matrix X formed by the xii. If we choose any three of the vectors 
a i, they will be linearly dependent, say Cc+ i = 0, and hence Cc&u i, a j) = 0 
for all j; thus every three rows of X are dependent, and it has rank Q 2. The 
fact that (2) implies (3) is then a consequence of the following lemma: 
LEMMAS. Let X be any symmetric matrix of rank G 2. Zf char(K) = 2, 
assume X is not alternating. Then X is equul to the matrix formed by 
ordinary inner products (ai. a j) for some suitable vectors a,, . . . , a, in 
2-s-puce over the algebraic closure of K. 
Proof. Let us view X as defining a symmetric bilinear form on n-space. 
We can diagonalize this form in a suitable basis (this is true even in 
characteristic 2, since the matrix is not alternating). Over the algebraic 
closure of K, we can thus reduce the form either to Y = diag(1, l,O, . . . ,O) or 
to Z=diag(l,O,..., 0). It is trivial to check that when we write out X = 
MYM tr, we get the equations 
Xij = milmjl + mizmjz; 
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and all we have to do is to replace all mi2 here by 0 to get the entries of 
MZMt’. Set then ai=(mil,miz)orai=(mil,O). n 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Clearly the set of h(xij) giving circle inner product identities in n vectors 
over K is an ideal in the polynomial ring K [ xii]. The proof of Theorem 1 
gives some examples of such h; for since the symmetric matrix (xii) always 
has rank at most 2, all the 3X3 minor determinants in it are zero. We call 
these the standard identities, and our goal is to show [for char(K) z 21 that 
they actually generate the ideal To put it explicitly, I am claiming that every 
circle inner product identity is a sum of expressions each of which is formally 
divisible by one of the 3X3 minors. This will follow (though not trivially) 
from a known result that amounts to the same assertion for inner product 
identities on unrestricted vectors in the plane. That result is part of classical 
invariant theory [5, p. 751, though only more recently was it proved outside 
characteristic zero [ 11: 
THEOREM A. Let Ui,l( be 2n indeterminute.s over K, viewed as n 
indeterminate vectors Ai in 2-spate. Let G be the orthogonal group (the 2 X 2 
matricesToverKwithTTt’=I),andbtGactontheAibyitsactionon 
Sk-pace. Let R be the ring generated by indeterminates Xij (with Xii = Xji) 
subject to the conditions that the 3 x 3 minors from the symmetric matrix 
(X..) be zero. Then the mapping sending Xii to (Ai.A.)=UiUj+ViVj is an 
isoknphism of R onto the elements in K[{ Vi, Vi}] fixed by G. In particular, 
R is an integral domain. 
Here then is our main result: 
THEOREM 3. Let h(xij) = 0 be a circle inner product identity over an 
infinite jkld K, char(K) # 2. Then h is in the ideal in K [xii] generated by 
the standard identities. 
Proof. Let R be the ring in Theorem A, and let J be the ideal in R 
generated by the elements Xii - 1 for 1 d i G n. Let J1 be the ideal in the 
larger ring K[{q,y}] g enerated by those same elements, i.e. by the ele- 
ments Vi2 + Vi2 - 1. As the characteristic is not 2, we know that each 
Vi2 + Vi2 - 1 is an irreducible polynomial in its variables over any extension of 
K, and hence Jr is a prime ideal. 
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Next we cite some further invariant theory. The orthogonal group G in 
two dimensions is an extension of the circle group by a constant group of 
order 2, and the circle group is a twisted form of the multiplicative group; 
hence the group G in Theorem A is linearly reductive (that is, all its algebraic 
representations are completely reducible). It follows [3, p. 271 that there is an 
R-linear projection ?T of K[{ LJ, y }] onto R. Now if c in R is in Jr, say 
c = x(X,, - l)&, then c = r(c) = Cm((Xii - 1)J) = x(X,, - l)rr( f,), and 
hence c is in J. 
But now we can finish the argument quickly, using Theorem 1. Suppose h 
gives a circle inner product identity over K. It then continues to give one 
over every extension. As Ji is prime, the ring K[ { LJ, V, }]/Ji is an integral 
domain; hence it can be embedded in its fraction field L, an extension of K. 
The vectors (Vi, vi) are on the unit circle there, and thus h must vanish on 
their inner products. This says that the image of h in R must lie in Ji, and 
hence (as we just saw) it lies in J. But 
R/J= K[X,,]l <i<j<n]/{(Xii-l)and(3x3minors)} 
=K[zij]l<1ij<n]/(3X3minors), 
and thus indeed h lies in the ideal generated by the standard identities. w 
3. A RESULT FOR CHARACTERISTIC 2 
When char(K) = 2, Theorem 3 is definitely false; it fails in the first 
nontrivial case, with three vectors. Indeed, the single determinant involved 
then has several terms that cancel, and the result comes out to be just 
Hence l+(al~a2)+(ar~as)+(u2~us) is also zero for all triples of vectors on 
the unit circle in characteristic 2. But actually this is a sign that the situation 
here is simpler, corresponding to the degenerate nature of a sum of squares in 
characteristic 2. The simplification in fact goes far enough that we don’t need 
any of the 3 x 3 minors except the principal ones to define our ideal, and we 
get the following statement. 
THEOREM 4. L.et h(xij) = 0 be a circle inner product identity over an 
infinite fZeld K, char(K) = 2. Then h is in the ideal Jo in K [xii] generated by 
the e&?m?ntS 1+ Xii + xjk + Xik for i < j < k. 
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Proof. Observe first that these elements come from the 3 X 3 principal 
minors. Now set yij = xii + 1. ModuIo J,, then yij = yii + yij, and thus the 
quotient K[ xii]/.&, is generated by the elements yij. But points on the circle 
satisfy ui + ui = 1, or ui = ui + 1; the inner products are xij = 1+ ui + uj, 
giving yij = ui + uj. As the ui can be chosen freely, they give arbitrary values 
for the yij, and it follows that our h must become zero in K[xij]/Jo. W 
4. HIGHER DIMENSIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC 0 
It is natural to extend our investigation to vectors in higher dimensions. 
We say therefore that a sphere inner product identity for n vectors in r-space 
is a polynomial equation h = 0 over K in variables xij (1 Q i < j < n) that is 
always satisfied when we set xi j = (ai. a j) = Ii_ l~ik~jk for n vectors ai = 
(Uii,*..r uir) in K’ satisfying (ai.ai) = 1. Theorem 1 remains valid with 
essentially the same proof. Theorem A also is true in this setting (and is 
proved in [l] in this generality). Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem 3 
breaks down: the orthogonal group, though semisimple, is no longer linearly 
reductive in positive characteristics [3, p. 271. (It has the weaker property of 
geometric reductivity, but this does not suffice to make the proof work). 
Linear reductivity holds in characteristic zero, and thus at least we do get the 
following result, which settles the cases of interest in ordinary geometry: 
THEOREM 5. Let h(xij) be a polynomial in variables xi j (16 i < j < n) 
ouer a field K of characteristic zero. The following are equiualent: 
(1) h = 0 is a sphere inner product identity in r-space over K. 
(2) h = 0 is a sphere inner product identity in r-space ouer every exten- 
sion of K. 
(3) h( f( ai, a j)) = 0 for every symmetric bilinear form f on an rdimen- 
sionul vector space ouer K and euey n-tuple of vectors a, for which 
f(Ui, ai) = 1. 
(4) h is in the ideal in K[xij] generated by the (r +l)x(r +l) minor 
determinants of the symmetric matrix (xii) with all xii = 1. 
5. FURTHER POSSIBILITIES 
I would guess that Theorem 5 remains true for infinite fields of all 
characteristics other than 2. To show this, one might try to alter the approach 
and prove directly that the ideal generated by the (r + 1) X (r + 1) determi- 
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nants is a prime ideal in K [xi j]. This would suffice, because we know in any 
event that the following weaker version of our main assertion is true without 
restriction: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let h = 0 be a sphere inner product identity in r-space 
ouer K. Then some power of h iies in the ideal generated by the (r + 1) X 
(r + 1) determinants. 
Proof. By the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, we just have to show that h 
vanishes on all (xii) over the algebraic closure where the determinants 
vanish, i.e. where the rank is at most r. This is implied by the (straightfor- 
ward) extension of lemma 2 to rank r. n 
To give some evidence for the guess, I conclude by establishing it in the 
first nontrivial case. 
THEOREM 7. Let K be a field of characteristic # 2. Consider an 
(r + 1) x (r + 1) symmetric matrix (xi j) with all xii = 1 and the other entries 
indeterminate. Then for r > 2 its determinant is an irreducible polynomial in 
the xii. 
Proof. For r = 3, the polynomial is 
1 - (%2)2 - M2 - b3)2+2~12w23* 
Consider this as a polynomial in ris. It can have no factor not involving xrs, 
as the coefficient of (x13)2 is a constant. If the polynomial factors into two 
factors of degree one in xrs, then that factorization will remain nontrivial 
when we set x23 = 0. But then we would have factored 1 -(~,,)~-(xis)~, 
which is impossible. 
For larger r now we can give a similar argument using induction. We 
consider det(X) as a polynomial in rlr. Expand it along its last row, and 
expand the cofactor of ri, along its last column. We get one quadratic term, 
- (~i,)~D(2, r - l), where D(2, r - 1) is the determinant of our same kind 
formed for indices 2 Q i < j =G r - 1. We have a number of first-degree terms 
m rir, each of which also involves some other rir. Only the (r, r) minor, 
which gives D(l, r - l), fails to involve at least one xir factor. If we have a 
factorization, then either both factors are linear in zlr or one of them divides 
D(2, r - 1) and hence does not involve any xi,. Thus any factorization will 
remain nontrivial when we set 0 = x21 = * * * = x,_~ I. But that substitution 
reduces the polynomial to D(l, T - 1) - D(2, T - 1)(i1,)2, which cannot fac- 
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tor, because D(1, r - 1) is of higher degree than O(2, r - 1) and (by induc- 
tion) is irreducible. n 
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